ABSTRACT—Early exposure to two languages is widely thought to guarantee successful bilingual development. Contradicting that belief, children in bilingual immigrant families who grow up hearing a heritage language and a majority language from birth often reach school age with low levels of skill in both languages. This outcome cannot be explained fully by influences of socioeconomic status. In this article, I summarize research that helps explain the trajectories of observed dual language growth among children in immigrant families in terms of the amount and quality of their language exposure as well as their own language use.
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As a result of worldwide immigration patterns, a large and increasing number of children grow up exposed to two languages, the majority language of the country in which they live and their family’s heritage language, which is typically a minority language in their new country. Recent research in the United States and Europe has begun to describe and explain the trajectories of language growth that characterize these children (1, 2). The findings reveal that early exposure to two languages does not guarantee native-like proficiency in two languages.

In this review, I focus on children in immigrant families who are exposed to two languages from birth. Different terms with slightly different meanings have been used to refer to these children, including simultaneous bilinguals, bilingual first-language learners, and dual language learners (DLLs). I begin by describing the early growth of dual language proficiency in these children and explaining the challenge this poses to some psychological theories and nonprofessional assumptions regarding bilingual development. Then I review evidence that begins to explain why bilingual trajectories look the way they do, pointing to the quantity and quality of children’s input and to children’s own language use as factors that create differences between bilingual and monolingual children’s language skills, and produce individual differences in language skill among bilingual children. I also consider the theoretical and practical implications of these findings.

DESCRIPTIVE FACTS AND EXPLANATORY CHALLENGES

A substantial literature documents that children from immigrant families often reach school age relatively unskilled in the majority language (3, 4), while not necessarily showing strong skills in the heritage language (5). To illustrate, Figure 1 presents trajectories of growth in English and Spanish expressive vocabulary from 30 to 60 months for children from monolingual homes in which English alone is spoken and for children from bilingual homes in which Spanish and English are spoken (with the English proportion of their language exposure ranging from 90 to 10%). Estimated English growth curves for the 25, 50, 75, and 100% levels of exposure to English are plotted in the left panel; estimated Spanish growth curves for the 25, 50, and 75% levels of exposure to Spanish are plotted in the right panel (6). This figure shows that the bilingual children—those with $< 100\%$ English input—have lower levels of English skill than the monolingual children while also having stronger skills in English than Spanish. Other studies have identified similar
differences between monolingual and bilingual children, and between English and Spanish for measures of productive vocabulary and grammar (7). These descriptive facts challenge theories of the that hold that children can human language capacity simultaneously acquire two languages as quickly and successfully as one. Similarly, these facts challenge the related belief, held in and out of scientific circles, that children are linguistic sponges who quickly absorb the language or languages they hear and as a result, become proficient speakers.

Immigrant status is often confounded with socioeconomic status (SES), and SES contributes to widely observed differences in the United States and Europe between monolingual children from native families and bilingual children from immigrant families (5, 8). But SES is not the whole story for immigrant children, and SES explains neither the differences in vocabulary in Figure 1 nor all the differences in vocabulary and grammar in younger children (7). In the models of language growth in Figure 1, the effects of parents’ education were controlled statistically (6). In another study of children from 22 to 30 months, which found differences in vocabulary and grammar between monolingual and bilingual children, groups did not differ in level of parents’ education (7). Strong evidence suggests that the monolingual–bilingual gap in English and the more successful acquisition of English than Spanish reflect the nature of these children’s language experience. Here, I focus on three aspects of language experience that influence the bilingual development of children in immigrant families: the quantity of input, the quality of input, and children’s use of language.

**EFFECTS OF QUANTITY OF INPUT ON BILINGUAL DEVELOPMENT**

One of the most robust findings in research on early bilingual development is a relation between the quantity of children’s exposure to each language and their levels of language development in each language. In one study, researchers estimated the number of words per hour addressed to Spanish–English bilingual children in each language from recordings via small microphones the children wore. Quantity of language exposure accounted for 50% of the variance in the children’s Spanish expressive vocabulary scores and 28% of the variance in the children’s English expressive vocabulary scores (9). Many studies have assessed quantity of exposure to each language using estimates by parents of relative quantity. Although this measure is second best, it is moderately to strongly correlated with word counts based on recordings (9) and strongly related to concurrently obtained diary records of time exposed to English and Spanish (7). Most importantly, in many studies, caregivers’ estimates of children’s relative quantity of exposure to each language significantly predict bilingual children’s skill levels in each language (10–13). Relative exposure accounts for approximately 35% of the variance in vocabulary and grammatical skills (7). Variations in the quantity of input make a difference throughout the range of variation. Children who hear only 20% of their input in one of their languages have measurable vocabularies in that language at 22 months (7), and children who hear 80% of their input in a language have smaller
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2This is possible in studying Spanish–English bilingual children from immigrant homes in South Florida where Spanish-speaking immigrants are often highly educated and affluent.
vocabularies than children who hear 100% of their input in a single language (14).

The effects of exposure might also explain other characteristics of bilingual children’s language skills. Bilingual children do not lag equally in all domains; at age 4, bilingual children are closer to the levels of monolingual children in grammar and phonology, but farthest in vocabulary (15). As illustrated in Figure 2, bilingual children often also have relatively stronger receptive than expressive skills in at least one of their languages (15–17). This might be because of bilingual children’s diminished exposure to each language; input might more frequently and reliably illustrate the phonemes and grammatical structures of a language than it provides instances of individual words, or learning words might require more exposure than learning phonemes or grammatical structures. More exposure may also be required to develop expressive than receptive skills (13, 18).

In summary, the evidence is strong that language growth is influenced by the quantity of language input. Because bilingual children’s input is divided between two languages, they must, on average, receive less input in each than children who receive all their input in just one language, and as a result, they develop each language at a slower pace; furthermore, the effect may be greater in some domains of language than others. Recent research on bilingual development tells us that it is normal for children who are acquiring two languages at the same time to lag behind monolingual children. These lags do not mean that children are confused by their dual language exposure. In fact, measures of bilingual children’s total language growth, calculated by adding vocabulary scores across two languages, are typically equal to or greater than measures of monolingual children’s growth in their language (7, 19–21).

There are counterarguments in the literature. It has been argued that given the wide variation in how much parents talk to their children, a bilingual child may not have less exposure to one language than a monolingual child (22). It has also been argued that bilingual children experience no delay in single language development (20, 23). Consistent with the first argument, a bilingual child in a rich language environment might hear one language more than a monolingual child in a poor language environment. However, on average, the amount of exposure must differ between single language and dual language environments. Consistent with the second argument, some bilingual children are indistinguishable from monolingual children in their language skill—particularly in their dominant language (13), and not every study finds a statistically significant lag or gap between the skill levels of monolingual and bilingual children (20, 24).

However, many factors influence whether a study finds differences in language skill between bilingual and monolingual children, including the age of the children, the language domain assessed, whether the bilingual children are assessed in their dominant language, whether the comparison is to monolingual norms or to a group of monolingual children matched for SES, and the statistical power of the research design. At a young age, when all children have small vocabularies, a gap in vocabulary size between monolingual and bilingual children may not be apparent (24). On some measures, where growth plateaus, bilingual children may catch up and close the gap quickly. For example, in one study (7), at 22 months, significantly fewer bilingual children combined words in English (on average, their dominant language) than did monolingual children, but by 25 months, most of the bilingual children had begun to combine words and the two groups no longer differed significantly. On other measures of grammar, bilingual children have caught up by age 10 (10). In contrast, for some aspects of complex morphology, for vocabulary, and in speed of lexical access, differences between bilinguals and monolinguals may persist through adulthood (2, 25, 26).

Bilingual children may score within the norms for monolingual children in their dominant language (3, 7) while still

Figure 2. Expressive vocabulary and language comprehension scores in English and Spanish for bilingual 30-month-olds (N = 115).
Note. ***p < .001, with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Error bars represent 1 SEM.
scoring lower than a matched group of monolingual children. For example, in a study of 4-year-old Spanish–English bilingual and English monolingual children from mid- to high-SES families, bilingual children’s average score was at the 45th percentile on a test of English vocabulary, which could be construed as similar to scores for monolingual children. However, these bilingual children still differed from monolingual children in the study matched for age and SES, who scored in the 85th percentile based on the same test norms (19).

Finally, statistical power influences whether differences between monolingual and bilingual children are statistically significant. In the early years of research on bilingual development, samples were small, and some claims that bilingualism causes no delay in language development were based on null results from underpowered studies (20, 23).

EFFECTS OF QUALITY OF INPUT ON BILINGUAL DEVELOPMENT

In two studies of children from immigrant families in South Florida (27, 29), mothers kept diaries of their children’s exposure to language, logging for each half hour of the day what language the children heard and from whom. Most of the children’s exposure to English came from non-native speakers and the proportion of input from non-native speakers was a significant, unique negative predictor of the children’s skills in English. The effect of access to native language input may also be reflected in the trajectories in Figure 1. The analyses that yielded these figures found a quadratic relation between the amount of children’s exposure to English and the size of their English vocabulary: Increments at the higher end of the range of English exposure conferred greater benefit than increments at the lower end. This relation may be because the amount of exposure to English was associated with the probability that one parent was a native speaker of English. Thus, in this sample, hearing more English was related to hearing more native English. In contrast, the effect of increments in exposure to Spanish language on Spanish vocabulary was linear, consistent with the finding from the diary studies that virtually all children’s input in Spanish came from native Spanish speakers.

Other research also supports the greater value of input by native speakers. In one study of immigrants to English-speaking Canada, exposure to native speakers benefitted children’s English language growth, while their parents’ use of English at home did not (29). In many immigrant groups, differences in proficiency in the majority language among immigrant parents predict their children’s language growth and proficiency in adulthood (30–32). The reasons for these benefits of native input and more proficient non-native input need to be explored fully, but studies of the child-directed speech of native and non-native English speakers tell us that native speakers use a richer vocabulary and more complex syntax than non-native speakers in talking to 2-year-olds (33, 34). They also tell us that non-native speakers who rate themselves as proficient speakers differ from non-native speakers who describe their proficiency as limited (34).

EFFECTS OF CHILDREN’S OUTPUT ON BILINGUAL DEVELOPMENT

In studies of bilingual children, measures of language use—or measures that include the children’s own language use—predict children’s skill level in expressive language more successfully than measures of input alone (31, 35, 36). These findings may be particularly relevant for acquiring heritage languages because bilingual children in immigrant households sometimes avoid using the family’s heritage language in favor of the majority language (37, 38). A common pattern in Spanish–English bilingual homes in the United States is for parents to address their children in Spanish and children to respond in English. Two studies suggest that this pattern of language use contributes to the skill profile depicted in Figure 2, in which bilingual children have equivalent levels of receptive skill in English and Spanish, but significantly stronger expressive skills in English (17, 39). In these studies, mothers reported on their children’s language switching in conversation. Children who favored English over Spanish in responding were compared to children who favored Spanish over English, a less frequent choice. The English responders had stronger expressive skills in English concurrently (17), and they also subsequently developed expressive vocabulary in English more rapidly (39). Language use did not affect receptive language skills uniquely (39). Thus, in addition to the effects of exposure, choosing to use English more than Spanish may explain why receptive skills in Spanish are often stronger than expressive skills among children and adults from Spanish-speaking homes (15, 26).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Bilingual children from immigrant families often lag monolingual children in the development of the majority language while also having poor skills in their heritage language, even when SES is controlled. This may reflect, in part, internal limits to how rapidly children can learn two languages simultaneously, but the circumstances in which children are exposed to two languages in the immigrant context are far from a perfect test of that internal capacity. Monolingual children with native parents and bilingual children in immigrant families differ in ways besides the number of languages they hear. In bilingual environments, children hear less of each language, and the quality of their exposure to the majority language is often less because their sources of that language may have limited proficiency. In addition, bilingual children in bilingual environments can choose the language they speak, and when one language is more prestigious than the other, they choose the more prestigious language.
None of these findings should be surprising. Rather, they repeat conclusions from studies of monolingual development that language acquisition depends on the quantity and quality of language experience and the opportunity to participate in conversation (40–44). The findings raise the question of whether simultaneous bilingual development is more successful in other circumstances. Although differences in the quantity of input in a single language experienced by bilingual and monolingual children must always exist unless the monolingual children are deprived, differences in the quality of input and asymmetric choices in language use might not. The data at this point are unclear. In a study from Belgium, not all children exposed to Dutch and French from infancy functioned as bilinguals when they were 11 years old (37). In contrast, there are suggestions in the literature research that French–English bilingualism is achieved more successfully in Canada than is Spanish–English bilingualism in the United States, and that the equal prestige of the two languages in Canada plays a role (45). In Canada, children may also have greater access to highly proficient speakers of both languages because both languages are national languages. Additional evidence that successful bilingualism is possible can be found in the success stories of families that have raised bilingual children (46), although such stories are not from a random sample of children and parents sometimes go to extraordinary lengths to arrange an environment for their children that supports their bilingual development.

One clear implication of studies of bilingual children is that we should not expect these children to be two monolinguals in one, as Grosjean (47) famously argued for adult bilinguals. The bilingual child, like the bilingual adult, will develop competencies in each language “to the extent required by his or her needs and those of the environment” (47, p. 6). The findings I have discussed suggest that bilingual children’s competencies, in addition to reflecting their communicative needs, also reflect the quantity and quality of their exposure to each language. Evidence of the factors that impede optimal bilingual development in children from immigrant families can inform efforts to support successful bilingual outcomes in these children. Such support is important: Children from immigrant families need strong skills in the majority language to succeed in school (48, 49), and they need skills in the heritage language to communicate well with their parents and grandparents (50). Furthermore, bilingualism is an asset for interpersonal, occupational, and cognitive reasons (25). Children who hear two languages from birth can become bilingual, even if that outcome is not guaranteed. The findings I have discussed suggest that bilingual development is supported when children are exposed to both languages in ways that do not diminish the amount of exposure to each more than is necessary. In addition, to support bilingual development fully, children’s exposure to each language should come from highly proficient speakers, children’s heritage languages should be valued by society, and children should be given opportunities that encourage them to use both languages.
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